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RNG

PROVIDERS

OUR PARTNERS
YOUR SUCCESS
Vivo Gaming has partnered with the industry’s leading RNG providers to offer our valued clients top quality content at very
competitive rates.
We continuously build strategic alliances with industry front-runners and developers of RNG gaming solutions. We are currently
able to provide our clients over 500 state-of-the-art RNG games.
Our partnerships with industry leaders such as Betsoft, Spinominal and Tom Horn allow us to offer a wide variety of games
including Video Slots, Table Games, Video Poker, Virtual Horse Races, Scratch Cards, Keno and Bingo. Cross-platform
functionality ensures top quality player experience for all the games on desktop, mobile and tablet.

Contact us today to add our award winning RNG partners to your success.
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ABOUT BETSOFT:
The Betsoft name is a seal of approval for players and operators alike. They employ some of the industry’s finest game designers, software
developers, artists and animators to continuously redefine what cinematic RNG gaming can be. Betsoft offer their clients an unmatched level
of uptime, service and support, with a fully-featured casino management platform and an army of backend engineers, account managers, and
marketing specialists.
Their vision has been consistent for more than a decade: to bring the cutting-edge in cinematic gaming to the widest possible audience, they
have worked to carefully enter new iGaming jurisdictions, obtain independent certification, and build a client base that covers all regulated
gaming markets worldwide.

GAME FEATURES
Multiple RTPs
Free Spins
Cash & Spin bonuses Buy in
Feature
Many Supported Languages
Respins
Jackpots

Game Licenses
AGCC, Belgium, MGA, DGA,
AAMS, UKGC, Romania, Lithuania,
Latvia, Columbia, Sweden, Spain,
Italy, Denmark, Germany

Game Types
Slots

Table Games
Video Poker

Action Games
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ABOUT SPINOMENAL:
Spinomenal is a worldwide leading software provider to the iGaming industry. Their portfolio of more than 100 HTML5 games is added to
monthly with 1-2 new releases, making Spinomenal one of the fastest growing content providers in the industry. Spinomenal Slots, Scratch
Cards and Table Games are light, fast and easy to play anywhere. They focus on machine learning math modules, quality graphics and
intriguing features designed for maximum fun! The Spinomenal Aggregation Platform offers operators hundreds of games from their trusted
third-party content providers, all through a single integration.
Their third-party content providers can enjoy access to thousands of brands and the Spinomenal suite of products provides a holistic solution
for operators. With Casino Manager Tools, Marketing Tools, Social Deep Integration, Blockchain Honesty Control, Point of Sale, Virtual Lottery
Terminals and many more, they don’t see themselves as a content provider but as an innovator and technology provider!

GAME FEATURES
Free Spins
Buy Feature
Stacked Symbols
Winning Re-Spins
Bonus Game
InGame Jackpot
Only Scatters

Game Types
Slots Table Games
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ABOUT TOM HORN:
Tom Horn Gaming is an omni-channel iGaming software supplier dedicated to offering the best in class gaming products, services and
solutions. Their team is comprised of highly experienced, passionate & technology driven people whose main objective is customer
satisfaction. They strive to offer the best-of-breed products, solutions and entertainment in the iGaming industry.
Offering a wide range of exciting and engaging video slots with thrilling game mechanics, vibrant graphics and smooth game play. Tom Horn
provides thrilling and engaging experience to players and a reliable service to operators for over 10 years across Europe, Asia, LATAM and
Africa.

GAME FEATURES
Free spins
Jackpots
Tournaments

Game Licenses
UK, MGA, Romania- Licenses.
Portugal, Sweden, Latvia,
Lithuania

Game Types
Slots
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ABOUT NUCLEUS:
Nucleus focus on richly developed themes to drive their visually intense and three dimensional games. Strong mathematic models support all
their games to provide players with the most enriching gaming experience.
They proudly offer a catalogue of over 100 games, each one crafted to exacting specifications unmatched by the competition.

GAME FEATURES
Local Jackpots
Free spins Bonus
Tournaments
Cash Races
Missions

Game Types
3D Video Slots
Table Games

Classic Slots
Video Poker
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ABOUT PLATIPUS:
Platipus is a slot and table game development company with a strong focus on innovative HTML5 video slots for online real money Gaming.
Their team consists of a well-balanced mix of gaming-industry specialists and they develop the kind of slots that players love to play.
Since their inception in 2010, Platipus has created innovative software for the gaming industry, specializing in casino applications. While their
team of developers is highly skilled and creative, their focus goes beyond developing software. Their competitive advantage over other
development companies is that they study trends in the industry, both technical and consumer oriented.

GAME FEATURES
Free spins
gift spins
bonus games
in-game jackpots

Game Licenses
Malta and the UK

Game Types
Slots

Table Games
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ABOUT ARROW’S EDGE:
Arrowsedge initial focus is to develop high-quality casino games for PC desktop and laptop players. They have since expanded into the mobile
gaming market and have developed dozens of games that are available for smartphone and tablet players. Overall, their company has quickly
built a portfolio that includes well over 50 games for the mobile and PC markets.
Their balanced portfolio of slot games is built on a wide range of themes and offers many different features to ensure that there is something
to suit every taste. In addition the majority of their games are linked to a system of progressive jackpots which brings added excitement and
incentive for players.

GAME FEATURES
Bonus Rounds
Free Spins
Re-Spins
Cash Grab Jackpot
Mystery Jackpot
Super Slots Jackpot

Game Licenses
Curacao license and a GLI
certificate for the RNG.

Game Types
Slots

Table Games
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ABOUT LEAP:
Leap is one of the top Virtual sports provider, with an extensive experience in creating ultra realistic 3D games, deployable on multiple
platforms.
Our commitment to excellence has led us one step further, enabling us to extend our expertise into offering a multitude of other Casino games,
along side with 3D slots and Virtual Sports Officialized content

GAME FEATURES
High volatility
shifting wilds
wild multipliers
expanding wilds
free spins
and other in game bonuses

Game Licenses
MGA License

Game Types
Slots

Virtual Sports
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ABOUT 7MOJOS:
7Mojos is a subsidiary of the Zariba Group and Win Models LTD. The Zariba Group is a company with over a decade of experience in developing
HTML5 products. Win Models LTD has been in the Live Casino industry since 2015, managing private tables for companies such as Ezugi and
Vivo Gaming. Other titles from the Zariba Group have reached top ranking on Google Play and the App Store, maintaining over 750,000 daily
active users.
We create next-generation entertainment solutions by offering a complete turnkey portfolio of games, which can be integrated into pre-existing
or newly-created platforms and websites.7Mojos combines the newest software solutions to reach the highest level of gaming quality and
provide a deeply immersive user experience in our live casino.

GAME FEATURES
Free Spins
Jackpots
Tournaments
Game Lobby

Game Licenses
MGA License

Game Types
Slots

Live Dealer Games

Bulgaria State Commission
of Gambling
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ABOUT 5MEN:
5men games is an emerging online gambling studio with a fast-growing portfolio of high-quality gaming titles across various themes, directions,
and target country zones. With more than 7 years of experience in the gambling industry and the united passion and love for the games and
gambling process itself, Five Men Games is aiming to provide the highest quality gaming content for online casinos worldwide. From classical
FRUIT slots, through historical oriented games up to innovative concepts, portfolio of Five Men Games is wide enough to please the most
demanding players.

GAME FEATURES
HTML5 based
Freespins and gifts pins
Adjustable RTP
Speak English, Russian and Czech

Classical and Modern Games

Game Licenses
MGA License

Game Types
Slots

Bulgaria State Commission
of Gambling
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For more information about all our RNG
partners please contact the Vivo Gaming
Sales team or speak with your Account
Manager.
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